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partment living is now a reality for thousands of New Zealanders. 

One by one our city centres are being revitalised as people 

recognise the benefi ts of inner-city living; namely, no commuting and 

access to the best leisure facilities our cities have to offer. 

But high-rise living isn’t for everyone. There’s often a price to pay for being 

at the centre of things. Cramped living areas, noisy neighbours, leaky 

buildings, bolshy body corporates. All of a sudden that cute bungalow in 

the sleepy suburbs you’ve just sold doesn’t seem so bad after all, even if 

you did have to spend every other Saturday attached to the Flymo.

Buying an apartment is either a very good, or a very bad, idea. If 

solitude, topiary and indoor Frisbee are important to you it’s a very bad 

idea. But if you like the prospect of low maintenance, then an apart-

ment is the way to go. Bear 

in mind that generally your 

neighbours will be younger 

and multicultural. Mixing with 

other people is inevitable even if it is just in passing, so it helps if you are 

gregarious and don’t turn crimson every time you catch someone’s eye 

in the lift. If you have any doubts at all, perhaps try renting an apartment 

before making the more serious commitment to buy. 

I’m assuming you’re going to live in this apartment, but if you’re more 

interested in renting it out, check out chapter 17 on investing in property.

Buying the apartment that is right for you is not dissimilar to buying 

the house that is right for you. You have to get out there and see what’s 

available to make sensible comparisons. Do not buy an apartment in 

a hurry. If you are going to fi nd something special at a favourable price 

“Buying an apartment is either 
a very good, or a very bad, idea.” 

A
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you need to be streetwise about the market. That can only be the case

if you have viewed all available prospective options and you know 

comparative prices. Many apartments are priced incorrectly. Some 

were bought in their heyday by newbie investors at infl ated prices on 

the basis of optimistic rent as-

sessments and they are trying to 

recoup their outlay even though 

the market has since declined. 

Always keep in mind that one day 

you will have to sell this apart-

ment. What special features does 

it have that will appeal to future 

buyers? If it is the same as all the 

other apartments then you have nothing to shout about when it comes 

time to sell. And that means you could be at the mercy of a market fl ooded 

with me-too apartments for sale. 

Who buys apartments?

People buy apartments rather than houses for many different reasons. 

One typical buyer is the frustrated commuter who can easily save 

90 minutes a day on travel and precious weekend time spent mowing 

lawns, by selling the house in the suburbs and moving into the city. They 

can eat, sleep and play within a square kilometre and be quite happy.

Another is the fi rst home buyer, whose funds will only stretch to a dive 

of a house in a less-than-salubrious suburb when, often for less money, 

they can buy an apartment that’s small but perfectly formed and right in 

the heart of the action. The only thing holding these people back is the 

fact that banks tend to be more conservative in their lending levels on 

apartments than on stand-alone houses, so you will usually need a higher 

percentage of your purchase price as a deposit. Hello, Mum and Dad!

Then there’s the well-heeled empty-nesters. They’re in their 50s or 

older, work in the city and have a beach house where they often spend 

two or three days a week. The rest of the time, they’re living in their 

high-quality CBD apartments and enjoying the city lifestyle. An off-shoot 

“Mixing with other people is 
inevitable even if it is just in 
passing, so it helps if you are 
gregarious and don’t turn 
crimson every time you catch 
someone’s eye in the lift.”
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of this group are those semi-retired or retired couples who buy luxury 

apartments in the inner suburbs, close to the amenities they have come 

to know and love, without being right in the thick of it. This is often a 

gentler entrée into apartment living. 

In our big cities, low-rise (up to fi ve fl oors) apartment buildings are being 

built in the suburbs near or on major arterial roads, the idea being that you 

take the bus to work. These buildings are often by the local shops and 

have more of a sense of community than their inner-city counterparts.

What features to look for 

Smart buyers should be looking for apartments that are not just com-

modities. An apartment that has unique (or at least rare) characteristics 

is in its own league and will always be desirable. For example, pent-

house apartments, apartments in landmark or character buildings, or on 

the waterfront. 

There are a fi nite number of these properties, compared with what 

seems to be an infi nite number of the bog-standard variety. There will 

always be a buyer who will want these unique qualities in an apartment 

and will be prepared to pay for them regardless of market conditions. 

It’s no different than buying in the suburbs where a view, swimming pool 

or tree-lined street will always be easy features to sell. 

Not everyone can afford a penthouse in a character building on the 

waterfront, so what other options are there to consider?

Buy in a building that is primarily inhabited by owner-occupiers. In the 

United States, developers impose strict rules about how many of the 

apartments in a building (if any) can be sold to investors. They recog-

nise that owner-occupiers are essential to the long-term personality and 

success of a development, rather than just trying to make a quick buck 

by selling as cheaply as possible to price-obsessed investors. 

The criteria you use when choosing an apartment, rather than a stand-

alone house, are different in some crucial ways. For example:

•  Good design and construction must have been built in, as it’s diffi cult 

and expensive – if not impossible – to change the structure later.
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•  Maintenance work will usually be looked after by a body corporate, 

so you need to learn about how that entity operates. Get a copy of 

the minutes of the last body 

corporate meeting. This will 

usually reveal any issues 

that you can't see, like leaky 

walls, noise problems or 

poor maintenance. It is also 

important that you or your 

lawyer get a Section 36 report 

under the Unit Titles Act 1972. 

This will identify any outstanding levies and any pending legal issues. 

Check that there is a long-term maintenance plan. Make sure you 

know how much your annual contribution will be and get a copy of 

the body corporate rules. 

•  Be aware that, if you are buying into a new development, the 

maintenance costs are likely to increase after the fi rst year or so, 

when manufacturers’ and contractors’ guarantees run out.

•  Is there a building manager on-site to liaise with residents and 

owners over operational and daily issues, cleaning and general 

maintenance? If not, is there an owners’ committee which deals 

with these issues?

•  Ask the real estate agent if the property is freehold, leasehold or other? 

If leasehold, how long is the term? What is included in the sale price?

•  Neighbouring houses or apartments are a lot closer together so noise 

and privacy issues become more important.

•  Any shared spaces, such as accessways, car parking and outdoor 

living areas, should be well designed.

•  Ask the council what can be built on neighbouring properties, as 

this can dramatically affect your views and privacy, and the value 

of your apartment.

“There will always be a buyer 
who will want these unique 
qualities in an apartment 
and will be prepared to pay 
for them regardless of market 
conditions.”
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The right neighbourhood

The character of the local neighbourhood can be as important as the 

overall design of the individual apartment. Try to get a good feel for the 

street and surrounding area. Take a look around before going inside. 

Consider:

•  How safe does the street feel? 

•  Does the neighbourhood have a good look and feel? 

•  Where will your visitors park? 

•  Are any neighbouring businesses likely to be a nuisance?

•  Have the local streets and accessways within the development 

been designed to slow traffi c and prevent accidents?

•  Is there any undeveloped adjacent land? If so, what might be 

built there and what impact would it have on your apartment?

The building exterior

Although some old offi ce buildings have been converted into apart-

ments, most apartment buildings in New Zealand are purpose built. 

Choosing a building which has been designed and built with skill and 

care is important for protecting your investment.

Look for:

•  Signs of leaks such as water staining, bubbling or peeling paint, mould 

or rot around doors, windows, eaves, gutters, balconies and at the 

base of walls. These often indicate poor construction and insuffi cient 

weatherproofi ng. For more about leaking buildings, see chapter 14.

Buy an apartment with a car park in the building. If you 

don’t have a car park you will severely limit the number of 

potential buyers who will even look at the property when 

you choose to sell. In Auckland, inner-city car parks are in 

such high demand that some investors are putting their 

money into car parks instead of apartments.
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•  Small gaps around doors, windows and balconies where water can 

leak into the wall cavity.

•  Cracks and fi ne lines in plastered fi nishes mean they may have 

been incorrectly applied.

•  Visible curves, lines and cracking are a common problem with sheet 

cladding on walls. They become more visible and more of a problem 

as the building ages, because they admit moisture, and the timber 

framing expands and contracts.

•  Large expanses of blank wall where sheet claddings are used 

which are more likely to show up minor imperfections and make 

the building look scruffy. A wall that is ‘broken up’ with openings 

and other features will hide these and make it more attractive.

•  Heavily textured surfaces on sheet cladding can help hide the joins 

between the sheets better than smooth fi nishes.

•  Design features such as small overhangs provide shelter above doors 

and windows, and can help prevent leaks. Wide eaves can help to 

prevent staining and leaks caused by water running off the roof or 

overfl owing from gutters.

•  To fi nd out more about different types of construction and their pros 

and cons, visit BRANZ website at www.branz.co.nz.

Inside the apartment

Living areas

•  Will you be able to fi t in all your furniture? 

•  Will there be enough natural light? (Remember north-facing windows 

get the most sun.)

•  Is there an interesting view? 

•  How private are the living areas?
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Bedrooms and bathrooms

•  If the bedrooms are upstairs, will you be able to fi t your beds and 

any other large furniture up the stairs? (Don’t guess, measure!)

•  Is there enough storage space for your clothes, bed linen and towels? 

•  Are the bedrooms private, or are they in clear view of your 

neighbours?

•  Does the bathroom have opening windows? If not, is there suffi cient 

air extraction? 

•  Where is the plumbing? Noise from your neighbour’s shower or toilet 

may be a problem if the plumbing is in the shared wall.

Light and ventilation

Apartments are generally warmer than detached houses, because of 

their shared walls. Plenty of sunlight and good air circulation helps make 

an apartment a pleasant and healthy place to live. Sunlight will help you 

to heat your home, saving you money on your power bill (although too 

much sunlight will mean you need to cool it down).

•  How much sunlight will the kitchen and living areas get in the 

summer and winter? Apartments facing east or west get sunlight in 

the mornings and evenings, when it is needed most; north-facing 

apartments may get unpleasantly hot in the summer. 

•  How easy will it be to cool rooms during the summer? Which doors 

and windows can be opened, and how widely, to let in air? Can they be 

securely left open at night or when it’s raining, and how much noise 

is likely to come through them? If noise is likely to be a problem you 

might be better off with an electric fan or air conditioning unit.

•  Are there any deciduous trees (which lose their leaves in winter), 

shutters or wide eaves to provide shade during the summer but not 

in the winter?
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Outdoor areas
•  Is there a balcony? Is it private, or so public that you won’t feel like 

using it? Is it big enough for the way you would like to use it (eg, 

room for a barbecue, a table and at least a couple of chairs)?

•  Does the building have any shared outdoor space? If so, does it feel 

safe and well-maintained? If not, is there a park nearby where you 

can relax? Buying an apartment in a complex with a swimming pool 

and gymnasium seems very nice but think hard about whether you’ll 

actually use them – you may be paying a premium for something you 

never use. 

•  If there is car parking, does it feel safe and secure? Is it convenient?

•  What is the system for rubbish collection and recycling? Is the area 

tidy and clean?

•  Are there shared laundry facilities? If so, will you actually use them? 

(You’ll be paying for them regardless.)

•  Where will you keep your sports and leisure equipment?

Noise

Different levels and types of noise are annoying to different people. 

If you’ve never lived in the city before, you might want to rent an 

apartment for a while to check just what your noise tolerance is.

•  Check out whether there are any local bars, roads, schools or on-site 

facilities such as swimming pools and tennis courts that might be too 

noisy for you.

•  Acoustic glazing helps reduce noise from outside but it will still come 

in if doors and windows are open.

•  The layout and plumbing of your neighbours’ homes can affect 

the amount of noise you hear through shared walls and fl oors. 

Apartment fl oor plans should be mirrored so bedrooms are next to, 

above or below neighbouring bedrooms, rather than living rooms or 

bathrooms, which can be noisier.

•  Wardrobes, storage spaces, and hallways can act as sound buffers 

between apartments.
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•  If you have neighbours above you, noise from footsteps can be an 

issue when hard fl ooring materials, such as tiles and timber, are 

used instead of carpet.

•  Neighbouring windows and balconies should be a reasonable 

distance away and offset (rather than directly opposite), so noise 

doesn’t travel out of their windows and directly in through yours.

•  Solid panel screens between balconies can provide privacy and act 

as noise barriers, so long as there are no air gaps at the top or bottom. 

Different types of management

Most apartments are owned under a unit title, which means you own the 

actual apartment but the common areas (eg, car parks and gardens) 

belong to all owners. 

Some apartments are leasehold. If you’re interested in a leasehold 

property, fi nd out how long the term is and what the annual lease costs.

You need to understand your responsibilities in terms of the management 

set up. The most common is the body corporate, which is a legal entity 

made up of all property owners within a development, and controlled 

by an elected committee of those owners. When a development is com-

plete, the developer draws up a list of rules, and hands administration 

and maintenance over to the body corporate once the properties have 

been sold.

The body corporate – or an owners’ committee – makes decisions about 

maintenance, alterations and management issues such as parking and 

pets. The body corporate can be the key to low-stress and relatively 

low-cost home ownership, or it can be the bane of your existence.

•  Ask existing owners how they fi nd dealing with the body corporate. Ask 

for recent meeting minutes so you know what the burning issues are.

•  What are the current annual body corp fees?

•  Is there a sinking fund or savings plan to pay for big jobs like 

painting or re-roofi ng? 

•  Is there a long-term maintenance plan to safeguard your investment? 



A crosslease syndicate, made up of all owners, is governed by a 

Memorandum of Lease which sets out the rules and is prepared by the 

developer. Crosslease syndicates are common in small developments.

•  First up, make sure apartment living suits you.

•  Buy an apartment with some point of difference or with 
benefi cial features.

•  Understand the crucial differences between buying a 
house and an apartment.

•  Check not only the inside and exterior, but also noise 
levels, the neighbourhood, shared amenities and areas, 
light and ventilation.

•  Understand types of ownership and management.
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